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Why Paper?
1 Individualized

Student Support

➔
➔
➔

Have more students needing help than you
have time for?
Direct students to login to Paper while
completing assignments in class.
Paper is like having many extra pairs of
hands in your classroom!

2 Writing
Feedback
➔

➔
➔

Want students to get feedback on their rough
drafts, but don’t have time to provide that
feedback yourself?
Include uploading rough drafts to Paper’s
essay review in writing instructions.
Students get the feedback they need, you get
the time you need!

How to use Paper in
the classroom
➔ Add Paper to assignments
After direct instruction, direct students to use
Paper tutors to complete their independent
practice. Include this in the assignment
instructions!

➔ Make Paper a station
When working in station rotations, create a
Paper station for students to get help from a tutor
while you work with a small group.

➔ Use Paper for lesson review
After notetaking or other instruction, have
students upload of their notes or assignment to
the Paper platform, and work with a Paper tutor
on reviewing, revising, and summarizing their
work to answer the essential question for the
lesson.

3 4 is the Magic
Number!

➔
➔

Teachers are the key to unlocking Paper’s
benefits for students.
Students who use the platform at least 4
times during class are more likely to
continue to use it on their own.

Interested in learning more
about how to use Paper?
Become a Paper Pro! Paper Trail is
self-paced PD on demand. Get started by
logging into your Paper dashboard.
Have questions? Register for a free Live
Q&A session by clicking here.

Log in at: app.paper.co

Find out about Paper’s impact in other
schools and districts here.

